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SOLAR IMPULSE
In Silicon Valley, the wright brothers were treated like rock stars. They piloted the plane for a 3 day non-stop
flight from Hawaii to Mountain view, California. This is the first plane solely operated by solar power
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Since wearables hit the market in 2014, they are just gaining traction in our lives and redefining
what wearables should be. Not all wearables are built the same or made for the same functions. So
far, Forbes reports one in six consumers have wearable tech right now, with around 50 million
devices sold in 2015. Of these devices, there are mainstream brands making high-end tech, such as
Apple Watch and FitBit, that come at a high price even though the same processors can be found
in cheaper alternatives from off-brand retailers. However, preferences for software design is what
really differentiates these wearable devices. From Android Wear to WatchOS and needs for
biometric monitoring to reading out texts without pulling out your smartphone, there are dozens
of wearable categories available on the marketplace, but we are going to focus on just three:
smartwatches, fitness trackers, and smart clothing.

Smart Watches
If you have a smartphone, you’ve probably been in a situation
where you preferred being on your phone than talking with
present company. One of the functions of a smartwatch is
meant to be keep you aware of phone notifications as well as
not being pulled away from real life interactions. At this point,
a smartwatch is more like a smartphone accessory.
Smartwatches have been a slow coming, but once Apple set it
in motion with Apple Watch in 2015, other competitors started
working on new ways to improve the idea of a smartwatch.
Google came out with a SDK for Android Wear that allows for
developers to build more applications on its already
established platform. While Apple Watch made the smartwatch tech more mainstream, Android
Wear devices are more versatile for a wider range of consumers.

Fitness Trackers
Keeping in shape doesn’t come easy when a lot of jobs keep you
sitting at a desk for 8 hours a day. One way to implement fitness is to
incorporate a wellness program into the office setting. Setting a goal
among all the employees and employers can keep everyone
motivated to watch what they’re eating, getting in more steps daily,
and sleeping better. Other functions of a fitness tracker include
measuring pulse, vitals, and logging all the data points in the cloud
accessible to you and whoever it is shared with. A fitness tracker is
tailored to a more distinct group than a smartwatch wearer, although
it might be worn from very different minded people. They can be
beneficial for people in poor health or those who stay active. All in all,
fitness trackers may be used motivationally or as an
additional resource to monitoring our health.

Smart Clothing
If a fitness tracker offers more features than is
needed, there are specialized smart clothing that
take one function to gather more detailed data
results. From tracking down which positions you
practiced while working out to an athlete’s jersey
recording all the plays made for coaches to critique,
smart shirts offer different data points than most. If
a patient needs assistance with their recovery for walking, smart socks could detect the effects of
each step they make to see if they’re healing or getting worse. Since these applications of smart
clothing are very specialized, they are meant for anyone from a fitness enthusiast to those in critical
health that need the extra data collections that
they offer. Instead of using a device with many
general functions, a wearable that could be
tailored to a specific feature may be more
beneficial to consumers.

In Silicon Valley, the Wright Brothers were treated
like rock stars. And now, two new pilots are
reigning in. One of the biggest names in tech,
Google, is co-sponsoring two Swiss pilots for the
the next venture in aircrafts, Andre Borschberg
and Bertrand Piccard. They recently spent a
week-long visit in Silicon Valley, California. Their
visit ended as the solar-powered plane left the
ground from Moffett Field in Mountain View,
California, as the flight was scheduled to take
sixteen hour to reach Phoenix, Arizona. The plane,
piloted by Borschberg, safely landed in Phoenix
exactly according to its arrival time that was
scheduled late night on Monday. Piccard said
before Mondays flight, Silicon Valley will never
forget the Wright Brothers. They mentioned
Silicon Valley as & quot the land of innovation.”
Google co-founder, Sergey Brin, welcomed them
on the runway last week when Piccard landed the
plane after a 3-day non stop flight from Hawaii.
They also had a pass over the iconic Golden Gate
Bridge. The large ground crew of the plane were
using Google’s electric bikes during their visit,
along with a fleet of Tesla electric cars that
welcomed them on their arrival. Borschberg
piloted the flight as the longest nonstop solo
flight of the world. From Japan to Hawaii,
spanning a flight of sixty-two hours, he remained
in the cockpit. The long flight harmed the battery
and it delayed use for a nine month time period.
Solar Impulse 2 does not discharge polluting
emissions nor use fuel. Its goal is to prove just how
much solar technology is beneficial for the world
and how it would help to divert world’s attention
and reliability towards fossil fuels. Andre Borschberg and Bertrand Piccard are on a mission to
complete the first trip in a solar plane around the
world. The solar plane weighs 5,500-pounds at a
travel speed of 47 miles per hour. It is powered by
17,248 solar cells which are built on the wings.
These solar cells convert sunlight into electricity
to power 4 electric propellers and engines. Andre
Borschberg said the solar technologies work same
solar grids on the ground to maintain reliability.
He predicts that communities seeking renewable
energy could use the same solar powered
technology in airplanes He names it as ‘the first
step of green aviation.’ Both pilots, who are going
to reinvent flying for the one-man aircraft, started
their ambitious journey in Abu Dhabi in 2015.
Currently, they’re aiming to travel 22,000 in just
500 hours. The pilots are expected to be back in
Abu Dhabi by late spring or early summer. The
Solar Impulse 2 team has a plan to make at least 3
more US stops, with a stop in New York, where
they wish to fly by the Statue of Liberty before
going across the Atlantic Ocean to Europe or
North Africa.

TECH WISE
Tips n Tricks
your Work House

Smart Google Lenses

Tips n Tricks to Utilize Technology at your
Workhouse
In the last 10 years or so, we have seen
technology invade our lives. We are using some
modern technology at almost every instant of
our lives. It has affected every aspect of our lives,
below are some ways to get the best out of your
professional workhouse with the help of
technology.
Make the Most of your Time
Imagine you are taking a bus or train to your
office and are wondering what you plan on
eating for lunch. You can avoid this scenario with
a mobile device by completing any assignments
ahead of time or just planning your work day.
Embroil your Employees for Good
According to a survey conducted by a private
institution, only 40% of employees know what
the goals of their company are and what
philosophies to abide by. This kind of situation
directly affects the focus and quality of work and
can be avoided by using simple communication
methods (i.e. engage every employee on a
web-hosted shared document.) A simple email
service could be used for this purpose.
Digital Whiteboard Meetings
Let’s face it, whiteboards are an irreplaceable
prop for meetings. But technology has taken it to
a whole new level with the option to sync the
notes on your digital whiteboard to all your
employees’ mobile devices. This will engage your
employees’ focus on the meeting without the
anxiety of taking notes.
3D Printing
This is one big leap in the tech universe. 3D
printing can bring your designs to life! Instead of
talking hypothetically about an object, just print
it out in 3D and let it do the talking for you and
you can showcase it wherever you want.

Voice Recognition
Voice recognition technology has definitely
evolved as it is near the stage of identifying the
speaker and also understanding context. Voice
recognition is great for communicating with
someone in foreign languages.
Gesture Controls
We have all faced the awkward moment of
pausing during a presentation that we didn’t
prepared for. This situation can be avoided by
using gesture controls. The ability to control your
computer with
a flick of your
fi n g e r t i p s
allows you to
react to your
audience
in
real time.

Google has filed a new patent in April which aims to correct vision without wearing glasses or
dealing with the discomfort that comes with wearing contact lenses. According to the new
patent filing, the device is meant to remove your eye's natural lens by injecting a fluid into the
eyeball and placing the electronic lens in the fluid to permanently correct the vision.This
amazing artificial and computerized contact lens will also be able to capture photos, record
and play videos and it’s definitely proving to be a great development presently. The
computerized lenses automatically adjust to help a p erson see objects at a distance. Not only
are they powered by movements of the human eye, but they can even connect to a wireless
device within reach. According to Google, patent lenses could correct usual eye problems (e.g.
myopia, hyperopia, astigmatism) and it could also be used to cure presbyopia, an age-related
condition in which human eyes stiffen and their ability to focus is lessened or lost. It’s not the
first time the tech giant has demonstrated interest in developing technology for human eyes.
Google was awarded a patent for introducing smart contact lens that has the ability to monitor
glucose levels of wearer.

AnBot

Security Robot
Science is developing new ways to
incorporate technology into our lives
day by day and building several kinds of
inventions for the sake of bettering
mankind. China is a developing country
and it has introduced a number of
significant
inventions
for
the
convenience of people. Now, the
Chinese government has introduced the
first intelligent security robot called
AnBot. It is an egg-shaped police robot made for capturing criminals. The riot control
“robocop” can only chase on flat surfaces, not on the stairs. It has an ability to do work for eight
continuous hours. These RoboCops are developed by researchers and have the ability to seize
suspects and deliver shocks. They will assist police while guarding the streets and fighting
criminals. These machines have several security and intelligence capabilities. The new
technology for robot soldiers are capable of handling the disorder and made to help
anti-terrorism campaigns. According to the source, it has a low-cost autonomous navigation
and intelligent video analysis that will help police to enhance the country's anti-terrorism and
anti-riot actions. AnBot is also known as the human riot control robot, constructed and
designed by the PLA National Defence University (China). The robot stands at 1.5 meters and
weighs more than 150 kilograms. It can attain a speed of running up to 18 kilometers an hour
on a flat surface. Surprisingly, this speed is sustained during duty in order to ensure peace in the
specific area. The source reveals that it will share the burden of security with the human cops.
But how does Anbot works? There is a great deal of mainstream technology that is already in use
behind the invention of Anbot, as several motion sensors help detect signs of unrest among
people. It can also detect any kind of disorder and intervene and deploy its electrically charged
riot control tool that looks like a taser. A taser is an electrically charged riot control instrument
that can only be fired by the Anbot human remote operator. If there is a problem, the civilian
nearby can also help the Anbot to fend off criminals, all he needs to do is press the SOS button on
the robot. Pressing the SOS button will alert the police so they can send some help to the scene.
This invention is very safe, convenient, and helpful for the authorities since it plays a key role in
controlling crimes.

Training
SESSION

Skylite Networks always try to take part in different
social and co-curricular activities in order to polish
the skills of its employees and improve their
well-being. So, on 13 th of May, Skylite invited Mr.
Nadir Shah to teach basic rescue techniques to the
team. The purpose of this training session was to
prepare the youngsters to control difficult
situations and rescue victims in disastrous condition. All students attended the training class very
attentively and learned several new techniques
from this informative session. We are very thankful
for Mr. Shah to provide us this kind of informative
knowledge that will be helpful for us in the future.

Heartfelt
Condolences

It is sad to hear that the grandfather of our efficient
employee, Mr. Hammad Ahmad’s, the team lead of
the Westcables, passed away on May 11th, 2016.
His grandfather had a very noble personality and
was a saintly person. May Allah enable his family to
bear this priceless loss and may the departed soul
rest in peace. Our heartfelt condolences go out to
Mr. Hammad Ahmad and his family on the passing
of his dear grandfather on behalf of our
organization Skylite Networks.
CONDOLENCE MESSAGE:
It,s sad to hear that the grandfather of our
employee Mr. Muhammad Qavi Ahmad, Content
Writer, passed away on May 10th, 2016. At the time
of death, he was 115 years old. He was a very
humble and noble person and sincerely attached
with Jama’at. One of his sons, Mr. Muhammad Amin
Tahir, is a missionary serving the Ahmadiyya
Muslim Jamaat in Kano, Nigeria. Please accept our
condolence on the passing of your grandfather on
behalf of our organization, Skylite Networks. May
his soul rest in peace.

Cogratulation
It’s a pleasure to convey the best wishes from the
deepest of our hearts to our loyal employee Mr.
Asad Ahmad on the happy occasion of his
marriage. Mr. Asad Ahmad joined Skylite during
2015 as a content writer. He improved his skills day
by day and became a valuable part of the
company. In the beginning, he worked for
Ghanalive.tv and now he has moved to the public
relations department as a writer. May Allah bless
the couple and his family with a wonderful future,
everlasting love, and a happy life.
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the world. To sell, just put your ad on iRabwah classified. iRabwah keeps its customer aware of
currency rates around the world with their currency convertor. iRabwah can inform you about the
job opportunities from around Pakistan, as well as scholarships, admissions information from
colleges and universities, weather updates, travel, cultural events, and more for the residents of
Rabwah. Viewers from around the world can also tune in to iRabwah to live stream important
matches and sport events that are viewed on Pakistani channels.

Video on Demand
(VOD)

GHANA ENTERTAINMENT CHANNELS (VOD)
GEC is a VOD (Video on Demand) channel, as it provides a platform for those Ghanaians who live
outside of Ghana to show their talent on TV by sending in a video. We provide our customers the
best quality of channels with great music shows, movies and cartoons all over the world.
Team Members:
This project is managing and being led by Mr. Samad Ahmad and Mr. Naseer Syed,
Coordinators: Mr. Muhammad Qavi Ahmad, Mr. Laeeq Ahmad and Mr. Raheel Shah.

